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A Word from Patrick A. Ulm, CEO

      It is both a pleasure and a privilege to welcome you into the world of Charles 
Girardier and share with you the journey of a centuries-old watchmaking legacy 
reborn.

A pleasure because there is nothing more gratifying than to share a passion. As 
much as it records the details of history, the book that is now in your hands captures 
the spirit that made Charles Girardier the Elder part of Geneva’s watchmaking 
elite at a time when the city was coming into its own as the epicentre of Haute 
Horlogerie.

That same spirit is at the core of the revival that began in 2018. 

The privilege comes from being able to share this story with lovers of fine 
watchmaking, lovers of exceptional objects and the most demanding of 
collectors. And to keep writing it as the future unfolds, true to tradition and open 
to innovation.

The new technique of fusion enamelling, developed in-house and patented 
this year, perfectly illustrates this commitment. An achievement and yet just 
another milestone in a continuing quest under the watchful eye of the legendary 
watchmaker who remains as ever present in spirit.

Enjoy the journey of discovery!

       Patrick A. Ulm
       CEO of Charles Girardier
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LEGACY



Charles Girardier – a Geneva Legacy

      By the time he obtained the coveted 
qualification of Master Watchmaker – in 
1809, Charles Girardier – the Elder – had 
already secured his place in watchmaking 
history, and not least in Geneva, the city 
where it was being written. The credential 
earned him the right to manufacture 
and sign his own timepieces within the 
boundaries of the city by the lake.

When young Charles first set up his  
workshop in Geneva in 1780, the city was 
vibrant with workshops manufacturing 
exquisite timepieces, many of which 
featured gold and enamelled cases, 
elaborate faces and sophisticated 
mechanisms. It was the epicentre of high-

end watchmaking and the twenty-one-
year-old was determined to make his 
mark. 

His name gradually became synonymous 
with pocket watches that stood out for their 
finely painted scenes on dials and cases, 
miniature automatons with animated, 
mechanised figures moving on the dial 
and powered by the watch movement. 
Charles Girardier meant a promise of 
exceptional watchmaking, always kept 
and just as often exceeded.
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Charles Girardier L‘Aîné, 1759-1839



A Promise Reiterated

      The combination of ornament, 
complication, animation and sweeping 
sense of movement that is particular to 
Charles Girardier is what captivated Swiss 
entrepreneur Patrick A. Ulm more than 
two centuries later. It was at Greenway, 
Agatha Christie’s holiday residence in 
Devon England. There, in a museum 
showcase lay a pocket watch that grabbed 
his attention – and would not let go. 

With that first glance was planted the 
seed of a resurrection. From that day 
onwards, Patrick A. Ulm assiduously 
connected the dots, visiting Museums 
in Paris and Geneva that exhibited the 
Elder’s creations. Discovering. Learning. 

Eventually, he was even able to acquire 
several exemplars, all of them still ticking, 
from private collectors. 

The serendipitous journey that Patrick 
A. Ulm had begun in 2018 became a 
mission: to perpetuate Charles Girardier 
L‘Aîné’s unique approach to Haute 
Horlogerie. And thus was founded the 
Maison Charles Girardier.
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A Play upon Light and Colours

      The interplay of light and motion, 
of movement and materials should 
be ubiquitous. Therefore our cases 
undergo a painstaking polishing process. 
Furthermore, we exclusively use Grand 
Feu enameled dials with engraved patterns 
and/or paillons made of silver or gold 

and it is why we are one of the very few 
watchmakers to gem-set our tourbillons 
with diamonds. We continue to search 
for new ways to capture this passion and 
rejoice in a never-ending journey.

An Attitude that Goes Beyond Core Values

      At Charles Girardier, we believe that 
high watchmaking is a journey across 
many territories. History, horology, 
aesthetics, materials… and those regions 
where the best of craftsmanship meets 
a keen sense of detail and aesthetic 
juxtaposition. Our lodestar is our deep 

respect for the watchmaking genius and 
love of Métiers d’Art –  ancestral crafts and 
techniques so complex in their execution, 
yet so simply extraordinary in their results 
– with which ‘the Elder’ infused each one 
of his creations.
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Patrick A. Ulm, CEO of Charles Girardier

„To illuminate the path 
ahead in living up 

to Charles Girardier 
L’Aîné’s legacy and 
DNA, we carry a 
torch with three 

branches: horological 
mastery, craftsmanship 

and aesthetic 
inventiveness.“

Once and Always Made in Geneva

      In keeping with the coveted Master 
Watchmaker title bestowed upon ‘the 
Elder’ in 1809, Charles Girardier 
continues to scrupulously observe the 
geographic constraints that came with it: 
each timepiece is manufactured within 
the boundaries of the Canton of Geneva 
(except a handful of components and our 

precious fabric straps woven on a Jacquard 
loom, which is entirely permissible). Every 
creation reflects the excellence achieved 
by the most talented and demanding 
local artisans: master watchmakers, 
enamellers, gem-setters and craftspeople 
of great individual merit.
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The Traits of Fine Watchmaking

PART II  •  ROOTS

Actress Isabella Charlotta London November 2021

      What distinguishes a fine watchmaking 
from a good everyday model? First and 
foremost, the inventive genius of the 
master watchmakers and craftsmen 
who design it, as well as their talent for 
transforming the most unexpected projects 
into anthological timepieces. From the 
technique to the aesthetics and then to the 
finishing of the watch, they alone know 
how to endow each Charles Girardier 
timepiece with the exceptional traits of 
Fine Watchmaking. 

Technical mastery

At Charles Girardier, technical mastery is 
absolute. It begins with the very conception 
of the movement and continues with 
its meticulous construction. Today, the 
company‘s master watchmakers have 
developed several calibres that bear the 
prestigious indication of origin, Geneva - 
and of quality reserved exclusively for the 
best Geneva watches.

Aesthetic know-how

If time seems to be eternal, the watch 
knows how to embrace its era. The famous 
models designed by Charles Girardier 
are matched by unique contemporary 
creations, embodying the taste and 
refinement of current generations.

Meticulous finishing

To conceive a watch even with genius, 
to realize it with the most sought-after 
materials, is by far not enough to create 
a timepiece of Haute Horlogerie. It still 
remains to give it a finish that is worthy of 
it. Testimony to the pride of the craftsman 
and a guarantee of longevity, the finishing 
of a Charles Girardier watch always goes 
beyond what is necessary to aim for 
absolute refinement. Even the most modest 
component will be tirelessly worked on to 
make it as perfect, as beautiful as it can 
be.
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An Auspicious (Re)Start
      In 2020, Charles Girardier’s first 
ever watch creation wins the Ladies‘ 
Complication Watch Prize at the illustrious 
Grand Prix d’Horlogerie de Genève, 

outshining Van Cleef & Arpels, Bvlgari, 
Piaget, Louis Vuitton, Jacob & Co and 
others. 
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Winner, 2020 GPHG Ladies’ Complication Prize

OFFICIAL
NOMINATION

2020



      In 2021, Charles Girardier is invited to 
become a patron of Only Watch, the most 
prestigious watch auction, for which the 

brand creates a one-off timepiece to raise 
funds for muscular dystrophy research.
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One-off 1809 Tribute to Jackson Pollock for Only Watch 2021

1809 Tribute to Jackson Pollock



Charles Girardier‘s Temple: A New Vision of 
Contemporary Fine Watchmaking
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Charles Girardier on solid grounds



The Dial – Exceptional and Enchanting 
Craftsmanship

      Every Charles Girardier timepiece 
features a Grand Feu enamelled dial. 
Starting with a round plate of solid gold, 
we engrave a pattern on its bed. It is upon 
this motif that successive layers of enamel 
are then applied. This technique – called 
émail flinqué – plays to the enamel’s 
translucence, creating an impression of 
deepness and giving the engraved design, 
which remains visible, a richness all its 
own.

After completing the first layer of vitreous 
enamel, the piece is fired in a special kiln 
at a temperature nearing 800 degrees, a 
process quite simply named Grand Feu. 

Once that first coat has cooled down, 
another layer of enamel is applied – a 
process that is repeated eight times. Very 
carefully. Indeed, each firing bears with it 
the risk of cracking or warping. Should this 
happen, even in the 8th and final step, the 
whole work is discarded. The final glaze, 
called fondant, is quite transparent and its 
smooth, dense texture only accentuates 
the perception of depth. 

For specific models, such as the 1809 Salt 
Flower Mysterious Signature, paillons are 
applied upon the last layers of enamel. 
Paillons are minute, hand-crafted and 
highly detailed three-dimensional 
sculptures made of either gold or silver, 
whose shape is the result of a meticulous 
stamping process. They are cut from a 
sheet of 24k gold or pure silver barely 
30 microns thick, about half the width of 
a human hair. This very rare and highly 
demanding art-craft was about to become 
a lost secret when Charles Girardier 
providentially rekindled the ember. 

These specific, elaborate enamelling 
techniques provide Charles Girardier 
timepieces with a classical sense of 
refinement and detail. The thickness of 
each layer, the exact hue of the enamel, 
the position of the paillons – all fall 
within the narrowest of tolerances. This 
contributes to making each Charles 
Girardier timepiece effectively a one-off. 

Enamelled dial
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• The 1809 Flying Tourbillon Salt Flower 
Mysterious Signature features émail 
paillonné, an extremely rare handcraft.

•	 Paillons are tiny, three-dimensional 
sculptures stamped into sheets of either 
24k gold or pure silver. They have a 
thickness of just 30 microns.

•	 Paillons are laid out on the uppermost 
layer of enamel and covered with 
the fondant layer. They create further 
ornament on the dial, which is already 
flinqué and grand feu.

• This traditional craft was almost lost 
to matchmaking, as it is delicate, 
demanding and rare. 

• Charles Girardier uses a signature 
paillon shape called Salt Flower, a 
delicate, cross-shaped pattern fashioned 
after the natural crust of salt crystals in 
salt marches.

Individually, in-house enameling, grand 
feu enameling, émail paillonné and 
émail flinqué are very rare handcrafts. 
Mastering all four and combining them 
into one single dial puts Charles Girardier 
timepieces at the highest level of artistry 
and exclusivity.

Charles Girardier innovative enamaller by passionThin Golden Paillons are cut with a special matrix

Exclusive, Enamel Dials

• Each Charles Girardier timepiece 
features a Grand Feu enamel dial, with 
guilloché pattern.

•	 Guilloché is a craft akin to engraving, 
creating a geometrical pattern. When 
combined with enameling, it becomes 
émail flinqué.

• Enamel is a vitreous paste which hardens 
after firing and becomes unalterable. It 
gives transparency, depth, smoothness 
and a glass-like quality to all Charles 
Girardier dials.

• Every Charles Girardier dial is worked 
from a solid gold blank.

• Enamel is applied around the figure 
eight-shaped openings on the dial 
harboring the tourbillon and the 
Mysterious Signature.

•	 Grand feu means that each layer is fired 
separately at very high temperature: 
800°C. Each firing can warp, crack or 
otherwise damage the dial. As there can 
be no compromise, the scrap rate is 
naturally high, even at the highest level 
of mastery.

• A total of eight layers of enamel are 
applied on Charles Girardier dials, each 
requiring its own firing. The last one, 
which is transparent, is called fondant.
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Enamel fired at 800 degrees in the ovenEnamel powder applied by hand with a fine brush
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At the Heart of Matter

      The exclusive CG1809 calibre has 
been designed according to Charles 
Girardier’s specifications by a trusted high 
watchmaking movement Manufacture. 
Where others use the more mundane 
yellow brass for movement components, 

we only employ German Silver, a copper-
nickel-zinc alloy that is quite unforgiving 
to process but yields a perfect shine when 
polished. The Calibre CG1809 is finished 
according to the highest standards of 
Haute Horlogerie.
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At the heart of Charles Girardier



Flying Tourbillon

      Beating at the core of the Calibre 
CG1809 is a 4-Hz, one-minute flying 
tourbillon, positioned high up inside the 
movement structure so that it is level with 
the dial surface. Its cage is the very heart of 
the dial, adding another element of light, 
motion and colour. On certain models, 
the three arms and rim of the tourbillon 
cage are set with diamonds. The entire 
tourbillon cage and its 53 components 
weigh 0.306 grams, the equivalent of 
four postage stamps.

Calibre CG1809 is among the rare 
tourbillons to be self-winding. But that 
is only a starting point: A conventional 

semi-circular mass rotating above the 
movement would hide the beauty of the 
movement as it is visible from the rear. 
That is why, Charles Girardier uses a 
peripheral rotor, a ring-mass that revolves 
around the movement and winds it as the 
wrist moves. Besides being a hallmark 
of higher technical prowess and quality, 
the annular rotor is also less noisy and 
generates fewer vibrations. Importantly 
it does not obstruct the view on the 
movement’s mechanism and finishes.
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Flying Tourbillon 1809 CG



Mysterious Signature

      This calibre also powers the Mysterious 
Signature, a unique and quite distinctive 
complication developed in-house. In the 
spirit Charles Girardier L‘Aîné’s legacy 
of motion on a watch, this patented 
complication is comprised of two mobile 
elements, each rotating freely above the 
dial. When the arm moves to read the 
time, at a 45° angle, the elements align 
to form the C and G monogram. Crafted 
from solid gold, these two elements can 
also be set with diamonds. 

The tourbillon cage is mirror-polished, all 
bridges and the main plate are bevelled, 
and the surface of the bridges is friction-
frosted with silver paste. All these finishes 
are executed by hand.

PART IV  •  AT THE HEART OF CHARLES GIRARDIER

Mysterious Signature
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PART IV  •  AT THE HEART OF CHARLES GIRARDIER

The Figure 8

      The figure 8 is the symbol for harmony, 
infinity and prosperity. It is formed on the 
dial of a Charles Girardier by juxtaposing 

the two core complications of the watch: 
the Mysterious Signature at 12 o’clock, 
and the Flying Tourbillon at 6 o’clock.



The Smooth, Polished and Golden Case

      Measuring either 37 or 41mm in 
diameter, the case of a Charles Girardier 
is designed along smooth lines, subtle 
curves and long lugs. Only solid 18k 
gold, either white, with a large proportion 
of palladium for better stability and shine, 
yellow or 5N rose gold is used. 

The 37mm case is entirely polished, a 
logical choice which enhances the overall 
brilliance provided by the extensive 
diamond-setting of the bezel and of the 
rounded crown. On the 41mm case, 
dedicated to the men’s collection, the 
front and rear surfaces are polished to 

the highest degree, including the smooth 
bezel. The case band, accessible through 
a recess in the body of the watch, is 
horizontally satin-polished, as are the 
lugs. The contrast between these two 
finishes accentuates the volumes, the 
level of detail and the quality felt across 
all Charles Girardier creations.

All models feature hands and applied 
indices, hand-finished, made from solid 
18k gold to match the case.
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The Gaudrons of the case are fine polished inspired by Girardier l‘aîné Pocket Watches



Charles Girardier Bespoke

      Charles Girardier is always conceiving 
our watches as works of Art whose 
beauty must reflect their handcraft and 
mechanical perfection. They are designed 
to outlive passing fashion without ever 
losing their impact and appeal. 

Since its creation, Charles Girardier has 
established its own understated, elegant 
style, a harmonious combination of 
personality and discretion, breeding and 
timeless allure.

PART IV  •  AT THE HEART OF CHARLES GIRARDIER

A customizable monogram: the C and G can become the initials of the customer

 Your own Mysterious Signature:

• Initials
• Lucky number
• Shapes or characters

Your own strap:
• All straps are made with Nubuck 

inside. Nubuck is a fine veal treatment 
to give a soft feeling similar to deer 
leather. 

Your own dial:

• Enamel colour (Pantone®)
• Base pattern for the flinqué enamel 

(as an alternative to arabesque or 
chevrons)

• Your own choice of paillons, as an 
alternative to salt flowers

• Your piece of Haute Joaillerie, with 
Baguette diamond

• All kind of gemstones available for 
the bezel.
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1809 ‘Dark Red‘ Flying Tourbillon ‘Salt Flower‘ Mysterious Signature

PART V  •  REMARKABLE TIMEPIECES

Yellow gold case  •  Ø 37mm
Dark Red «Bordeaux» Grand Feu enamel dial with 24k yellow gold paillons

Mysterious Signature: the CG monogram aligns at 45° when checking the 
time  •  Grand Feu, paillonné enamel dial, salt flower paillons in 24k gold  
•  Arabesque motif  •  Bezel: 60 brilliant-cut diamonds: 0.9 ct G+ VVS1  •  

Mysterious Signature 2 mobiles set with 12 brilliant cut diamonds for a total 
of 0.04 ct  • Crown set with 1 rosecut diamond 0.05 ct  •  Tourbillon Cage 
set with 54 brilliant cut diamonds for a total of 0.15 ct  •  Feuille polished 

yellow gold hands

Caliber CG1809/1  •  308 components  •  Flying tourbillon  •  Self-winding 
with peripheral rotor  •  46 hours power reserve  •  Tourbillon cage set with 

54 diamonds

Sapphire crystal and case back  •  Yellow gold folding clasp
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PART V  •  REMARKABLE TIMEPIECES

1809 ‘Blue Ice‘ Flying Tourbillon ‘Salt Flower‘ Mysterious Signature

White gold case  •  Ø 37mm
Blue Ice Grand Feu enamel dial with 24k silver paillons

Grand Prix d’Horlogerie de Genève 2020 - Ladies‘ Complication Watch Prize

Mysterious Signature: the CG monogram aligns at 45° when checking the 
time  •  Grand Feu, paillonné enamel dial, salt flower paillons in 24k silver  
•  Arabesque motif  •  Bezel: 60 brilliant-cut diamonds: 0.9 ct G+, VVS1  •  

Mysterious Signature 2 mobiles set with 12 brilliant cut diamonds for a total of 
0.04 ct  •  Crown set with 1 rosecut diamond 0.05 ct  •  Tourbillon Cage set 
with 54 brilliant cut diamonds for a total of 0.15 ct  •  Feuille polished white 

gold hands

Caliber CG1809/2  •  308 components  •  Flying tourbillon  •  Self-winding 
with peripheral rotor  •  46 hours power reserve  •  Tourbillon cage set with 54 

diamonds

Sapphire crystal and case back  •  White gold folding clasp
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1809 ‘Green Grey‘ Flying Tourbillon ‘Salt Flower‘ Mysterious Signature

PART V  •  REMARKABLE TIMEPIECES

5N rose gold case  •  Ø 37mm
Green Grey “Vert de Gris“ Grand Feu enamel dial with 24k silver paillons

Mysterious Signature: the CG monogram aligns at 45° when checking the 
time  •  Grand Feu, paillonné enamel dial, salt flower paillons in 24k silver  
•  Arabesque motif  •  Bezel: 60 brilliant-cut diamonds: 0.9 ct G+, VVS1  •  

Mysterious Signature 2 mobiles set with 12 brilliant cut diamonds for a total 
of 0.04 ct  •  Crown set with 1 rosecut diamond 0.05 ct  •  Tourbillon Cage 
set with 54 brilliant cut diamonds for a total of 0.15 ct  •  Feuille polished 

rose gold hands

Caliber CG1809/3  •  308 components  •  Flying tourbillon  •  Self-winding 
with peripheral rotor  •  46 hours power reserve  •  Tourbillon cage set with 

54 diamonds

Sapphire crystal and case back  •  Rose gold folding clasp
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PART V  •  REMARKABLE TIMEPIECES

1809 ‘Chromium Grey‘ Flying Tourbillon ‘Chevrons‘ Mysterious Signature

White gold case  •  Ø 41mm
Chromium Grey “Gris Chrome“ flinqué enamel dial with engraved chevron 

pattern

Mysterious Signature: the CG monogram aligns at 45° when checking the 
time  •  Grand Feu, flingué, mid grey enamel dial  •  Chevron motif  •  White 

gold applied indices  •  White gold dauphine hands

Caliber CG1809/4  •  308 components  •  Flying tourbillon  •  Self-winding 
with peripheral rotor  •  46 hours power reserve  

Sapphire crystal and case back  •  White gold folding clasp



1809 ‘Cobalt Blue‘ Flying Tourbillon ‘Chevrons‘ Mysterious Signature

PART V  •  REMARKABLE TIMEPIECES

White gold case  •  Ø 41mm
Cobalt Blue “Bleu Glacier“ flinqué enamel dial with chevron engraved 

pattern

Mysterious Signature: the CG monogram aligns at 45° when checking the 
time  •  Grand Feu, flingué, deep blue enamel dial  •  Chevron motif  •  White 

gold applied indices  •  White gold dauphine hands

Caliber CG1809/5  •  308 components  •  Flying tourbillon  •  Self-winding 
with peripheral rotor  •  46 hours power reserve

Sapphire crystal and case back  •  Blue ribbon woven on Jacquard loom  •  
White gold folding clasp
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1809 ‘Black Pepper‘ Flying Tourbillon ‘Chevrons‘ Mysterious Signature

5N rose gold case  •  Ø 41mm
Black Pepper “Gris Poivre“ flinqué enamel dial with herringbone engraved 

pattern

Mysterious Signature: the CG monogram aligns at 45° when checking the 
time  •  Grand Feu, flingué, warm grey enamel dial  •  Chevron motif  •  Rose 

gold applied indices  •  Rose gold dauphine hands

Caliber CG1809/6  •  308 components  •  Flying tourbillon  •  Self-winding 
with peripheral rotor  •  46 hours power reserve  

Sapphire crystal and case back  •  Sand calf leather strap with herringbone 
pattern  •  Rose gold folding clasp



1809 ‘Tribute to Jackson Pollock‘ Flying Tourbillon Mysterious Signature

PART V  •  REMARKABLE TIMEPIECES

One-off timepiece created exclusively for the charity auction Only Watch 2021. 
Sold for CHF 85‘000

Rose gold case  •  Ø 41mm
Fusion-enamelled dial with tribute to Jackson Pollock pattern

Mysterious Signature: the monogram will be crafted to the owner’s specifications  
•  Fusion enamelling: a new technique patented by Charles Girardier  •  Rose 

gold applied indices  •  Rose gold dauphine hands

Caliber CG1809/7  •  308 components  •  Flying tourbillon  •  Self-winding with 
peripheral rotor  •  46 hours power reserve

Sapphire crystal and case back  •  Blue ribbon woven on Jacquard loom  •  
Rose gold folding clasp
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